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Optical Conductivity of Disordered Alloys Calculated from First Principles
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The optical conductivity of random Ag-Au alloys was calculated applying the KKR-CPA meth
and the Kubo-Greenwood equation. Drude’s law was fitted to the calculated conductivity for
frequencies to allow for a discussion of the free electron model and to obtain optical relaxa
times which could be compared to experimental data. The imaginary part of the dielectric func
calculated from the conductivity was split into intraband and interband contributions and was
compared to measured data. Possible reasons for the obtained differences in the interband tra
onset energy as well as extensions of the formalism to more complicated systems are discu
[S0031-9007(99)08650-0]
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The optical properties of random alloys, especially
thin ferromagnetic films, play an important role in moder
mass storage applications and are therefore attractin
lot of interest [1,2]. Unfortunately, until now it has
not yet been possible to calculate these properties fr
first principles, i.e., in a completely parameter-free wa
Such parameter-free calculations have been shown to
extremely useful for discussing real physical phenome
in complex metallic systems and also for taking a furth
step towards a computer-aided design of materials.

The Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method in con
junction with the coherent potential approximation (CPA
[3] and local density functional theory allows for an ac
curate numerical description of many physical properti
of random alloys from first principles. dc transport coe
ficients have been calculated with great success for b
paramagnetic [4,5] and ferromagnetic [6] alloys. Calcul
tions of transport coefficients for optical frequencies, how
ever, have been performed only in a simplified way fo
n which is given by
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rather crude tight-binding Hamiltonians [7,8] or for one
dimensional model alloys [9].

It is the purpose of the present paper to show ho
optical conductivities or, alternatively, the imaginary pa
of the dielectric function of random metallic system
can be calculated by combining a sophisticated multip
scattering approach to the electronic structure proble
the KKR-CPA, with the very general Kubo formula fo
solving the transport equation. As an application of th
formalism, the real part of the optical conductivity o
the disordered bulk alloy silver-gold is calculated usin
nothing but experimental lattice constants as an input.
the end of the paper, the generalization of the formalis
to more complicated systems, namely, ferromagnetic
layered systems or systems with a surface, is outlined.

In linear response theory the real part of the co
ductivity of a disordered system at arbitrary frequenci
v is given in terms of the Kubo-Greenwood equa
tion [10]:
Refsmmsvdg 
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Z
de
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wheref, j, andV are the Fermi function, the electronic
current operator, and the volume of the system, respe
tively. The brackets indicate that a configurational ave
age over all configurations of the disordered alloy has
be taken. For the cubic systems considered in this p
per, the three diagonal components of the tensorsmm are
equal and we therefore merely writes1 for their real part.
At zero temperature one can writes1svd in terms of the
Green function of the system:

s1svd 
1

Vvp

Z eF

eF2 h̄v

de

3 TrkIm Gsedjm Im Gse 1 h̄vdjmlconf . (2)

For v  0 this expression reduces to the usual d

out
c-
r-
to
a-

c

ss0d 
h̄

Vp
TrkIm GseFdjm Im GseFdjm lconf . (3)

It is shown in Ref. [11] how this dc conductivity can b
evaluated in the framework of the KKR-CPA by expres
ing the average over the product of Green functions
terms of configurationally averaged CPA single-site Gre
functions and approximately evaluating the so-called v
tex corrections. Now Eq. (2) contains basically the sa
expressions as the dc expression [Eq. (3)] with the o
difference that pairs of different energies occur in Eq.
and an additional energy integral has to be perform
One can therefore calculate the integrand of Eq. (2)
means of a modified version of the dc expressions giv
by Ref. [11]. Because in contrast to dc calculations o
has a variety of photon energies and also has to carry
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2139
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an energy integration, calculations of the optical condu
tivity are very time consuming.

In order to demonstrate the new technique, the all
system silver-gold was chosen. It has the advantage t
for low photon energies the behavior of the electrons
expected to be free electronlike with interband transitio
occurring only for photon energies above a certain thres
old. One can therefore study the intraband and interba
regimes separately. Moreover, quite some experimen
data is available for Ag-Au. Note that the approach is n
limited to such comparably simple alloys. Any alloy sys
tem can be treated with this combination of local densi
theory, KKR-CPA method, and the Kubo formalism n
matter how strong electron scattering is.

For the calculation of the optical conductivity, self
consistent alloy potentials were generated in a first st
by iterating the KKR-CPA equations until charge sel
consistency was achieved [12]. Based on these pot
tials, the KKR-CPA equations were solved once mo
for a dense mesh of real energies covering the ene
range occurring in the energy integration in Eq. (2
The angular momentum expansion was carried out up
,  2. A scalar relativistic approach including all rela
tivistic effects except spin-orbit interaction was chose
Using the results of the KKR-CPA calculation, the opt
cal conductivity was then evaluated for a number of ph
ton energies between 0.01 and 2 Ry by means of Eq. (
Moreover, for each alloy an additional dc calculation wa
performed using Eq. (3).

The result of one such calculation is shown in Fig. 1 fo
the alloy Ag50Au50. One sees that starting fromE  0
the conductivity drops quickly as the photon energy
raised. At about 2 eV a minimum is observed after whic
the conductivity begins to rise again. The position of th
minimum is easily identified as the energy of thed-band
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FIG. 1. Optical conductivity of a Ag50Au50 alloy. Open
squares: calculated values forssvd; solid square: calculated dc
value; broken line: Drude’s law fitted to calculated data in th
low-frequency regime below 2 eV (usingt  7 3 10215 s).
Inset: regime of very low photon energies.
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complex with respect to the Fermi energy. Above th
energy interband transitions between the conduction ba
and the lower lyingd bands contribute tossvd.

Drude’s theory for free electrons predicts a variation
s1svd of the following form:

s
sDd
1 svd 

ss0d
1 1 svtd2 , (4)

wheret is the relaxation time. This formula was fitted to
the calculateds1svd for energies below the onset of inter
band transitions, where the electrons have mainlys andp
character and behave similar to free electrons. The res
of one such fit is shown in Fig. 1. One sees that for lo
frequencies the calculateds1svd indeed obeys Drude’s
law very well. Optical relaxation timest obtained by
means of this fitting procedure are displayed in Fig. 2 f
all of the alloys together with some experimental value
for t. Obviously, the calculated relaxation timest show
the same concentration behavior as the measured ones
their absolute values are higher. As the measured d
were obtained at room temperature, an obvious source
this discrepancy is the thermal contribution to optical r
laxation. One can use experimental residual resisitiv
ratios [14] to take account of this effect and obtain co
rected experimental relaxation times corresponding to lo
temperatures (Fig. 2). The agreement between calculat
and experiment is much better now, and the remaining d
ference can be attributed to effects of surface roughnes
contaminations which are known to reduce significant
experimental optical relaxation times [15].

In Fig. 2 the relaxation timet is also compared to the
calculated dc conductivity. One sees thatss0d is almost
perfectly proportional tot as one, of course, expects
from Drude’s formula for the dc electrical conductivity
ss0d  ne2tymp, where n is the density of electronic
carriers, andmp is the reduced mass. Using the fre
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FIG. 2. Relaxation timet and dc conductivityss0d of Ag-
Au alloys. Solid squares: calculated values fort obtained by
fitting Drude’s law to the calculatedssvd; solid triangle [8]
and solid circles [13]: experimental values fort; open squares:
experimental values corrected for thermal relaxation proces
(dotted guideline); diamonds: calculated dc conductivity
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electron densitynfree which is5.86s5.90d 3 1028 m23 for
Ag(Au), assuming one conduction electron per atom, a
reading the proportionality factorss0dyt  ne2ymp from
Fig. 2, one obtainssnympd ø 1.2 3 snfreeymfreed, where
mfree is the free electron mass. For one electron per ato
i.e., n  nfree, the reduced mass is therefore about 0
times the free electron mass for all of the Ag-Au alloy
This result agrees with experimental findings [13].

From s1 the imaginary part of the dielectric func
tion e2 can be calculated. One can splite2 into a part
corresponding to Drude-like intrabandsDd and interband
contributionssid:

e2svd 
s1

e0v
 e

sDd
2 svd 1 e

sid
2 svd , (5)

wheree0 is the vacuum permittivity. The interband con
tributione

sid
2 svd was calculated by subtracting from the to

tal e2svd the intraband contributione
sDd
2  s

sDd
1 svdye0v

given by Eq. (4) using the relaxation timest shown in
Fig. 2. Some of the results fore

sid
2 are shown in Fig. 3 to-

gether with experimental data. One sees that both exp
mental and theoretical curves show a similar behavior:e

sid
2

is zero for energies below a certain energyEsid —the on-
set of interband transitions—and reaches a maximum a
energyEemax which is 1.5 to 2 eV above this onset energ

For even higher energiese
sid
2 decreases again. There is

very good agreement between experiment and calculati
concerning the absolute value ofe

sid
2 especially for gold-

rich alloys. Even the shoulder occurring for the low si
ver alloy (20%) at about 2.8 eV is well reproduced by th
calculations. A certain disagreement, however, is fou
for the energies where interband transitions startsEsidd and
where the maximum ofe

sid
2 is locatedsEemaxd. To make

this clear,Esid and Eemax are shown in Fig. 4 as a func-
tion of alloy composition. The calculated onset energi
and maximum positions are indeed lower than the cor
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FIG. 3. Interband contribution toe2 of Ag-Au alloys. Lines
with solid symbols: calculated values; other lines: experimen
values [16]. The curves are labeled with the Ag concentratio
nd
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sponding measured ones by 0.3 to 1 eV depending on t
experimental source and on the alloy composition. The
are several possible explanations for the observed discre
ancies which were also observed by other authors, e.g., f
pure Ag, where a calculatedEsid was found to be 0.6 eV too
low [18]. First of all, the calculations presented here ar
based on perfect infinite bulk systems, whereas the me
surements might be influenced by the surfaces where t
electronic structure differs from the electronic structure in
the bulk and where the lattice is distorted in the uppermo
layers. Moreover, the surface might be rough or be cov
ered with adsorbates of all kinds. Also, the films prepare
for optical measurements usually contain large amounts
stresses leading to an additional variation of the lattice co
stant [15]. Comparing the experimental results forEsid

given by various sources (see Fig. 4), one sees that the
is quite some uncertainty, probably due to some of the e
fects mentioned.

As calculations of the optical conductivity of alloy
surfaces or films are not feasible at the moment in th
same rigorous parameter-free way as for bulk alloys, the
possible reasons are difficult to verify. However, one ca
try to estimateEsid from the density of states (DOS). The
onset energy should be roughly the distance between t
Fermi energy and thed-band complex. For pure gold,
the electronic structure of a semi-infinite system with
a surface has been calculated using the screened KK
method [19], and the DOS was given for various plane
parallel to the surface. It seems that thed-band complex
is indeed somewhat closer to the Fermi energy for th
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FIG. 4. Onset energy of interband transitionsEsid and energy
Eemax where e

sid
2 has its maximum. Empty diamonds: calcu-

lated Esid based on experimental lattice constants; diamond
with symbols: results for modified lattice constantss61.5%d;
empty circles: calculatedE´max. Full symbols: experimental
values forEsid (down triangles [13], squares [16], up triangles
[17]) andE´max (full circles [16]). Arrow: estimated correction
for the onset energy in gold-rich alloys due to an inclusion o
spin-orbit effects in the calculations.
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uppermost surface layer than for the deeper lying laye
but the shift in energy is definitely below 0.3 eV.

In order to estimate the effect of a varying lattic
constant, two sets of calculations were carried out f
the alloy Ag50Au50 using artificial lattice constants which
were 1.5% higher and lower than the true experimen
lattice constant used in the calculations already describ
One finds that the higher lattice constant leads to a 0.2
increase ofEsid, whereas the lower lattice constant leads
a corresponding reduction. Thus, the two surface effe
discussed so far could sum up to 0.5 eV and at le
partially explain the observed energy shifts ofEsid.

A further possible explanation for the shifts has to d
with the foundation of the electronic structure theory use
here: The underlying local density functional theory
valid only for the electronic ground state and might fa
for the excited states occurring when interband transitio
take place. This was suspected by some authors, e
in Ref. [18]. As local density functional theory is often
successfully used even for excited states, we think th
some shortcomings of density functional or local densi
theory should not be the only reason for the qui
pronounced discrepancies observed.

All calculations were carried out scalar relativisti
cally, i.e., neglecting spin-orbit interactions. A fully
relativistic treatment would not change thed-band posi-
tion but only increase its width (for gold by up to 0.7 eV
and therefore further reduce the separation between thd
band and the Fermi energy by up to 0.35 eV (arrow
Fig. 4). The omission of spin-orbit effects can therefo
not be the explanation for the observed deviations, b
their inclusion would partially explain the difference in
the size of these deviations between silver- and gold-ri
alloys because for silver-rich alloys the effect is smaller

The coherent potential approximation neglects all form
of short-range order which might occur in an alloy. Shor
range order effects are known to change residual
resistivities by up to 10% in some cases and also have
influence on optical properties [20]. However, the syste
Ag-Au is not known to show short-range order so that th
explanation has to be ruled out also.

Future extensions of the theory, e.g., to magnetoo
tical conductivities of certain alloys, promise an analo
gous parameter-free approach to these technologica
extremely important systems. Magnetooptical calcul
tions can be carried out only for translationally invarian
systems or systems with single impurities until now (e.g
Ref. [21]) and not for random alloys. For bulk random
systems, an extension seems realistic for the near future
cause a relativistic description for dc transport coefficien
of ferromagnets is already available [6]. A relativisti
treatment makes it easy to deal with effects which ari
from spin-orbit coupling such as the magnetooptic
effects [2] already mentioned. One merely has to eva
ate Eq. (2) using the relativistic CPA Green function t
obtain symmetry-reduced optical conductivity tensor
2142
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An extension of the formalism to layered systems is al
realistic. The screened KKR-CPA method has been s
cessfully applied to the calculation of dc conductivities
multilayer systems recently [22]. A generalization t
optical conductivities is straightforward following the
concepts of the present paper but requires extens
computational resources.

In summary, the first principles theory presented he
yielded the first rigorous parameter-free calculation
frequency dependent transport quantities for disorde
alloys. This is a major step towards a parameter-fr
description of electronic transport in any type of dis
ordered metallic system. Am impressive agreement b
tween calculated and measured dielectric functions w
achieved. The remaining differences are probably cau
by changes of the electronic structure and the lattice c
stant near the surface which are not included in the c
culations. The method presented should be extendabl
magnetic or layered systems in a straightforward way.
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